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Introduction to SDHCAL and analysis of 2015 

test beam data

Particle identification using BDT in SDHCAL 

Outline
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 Total Size:1x1x1.4m3

 Total Layers: 48

 Total Channels (pads): 440,000

 Power consumption: 𝟏𝟎𝝁𝑾/𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒍

SDHCAL Prototype

Test Beam at CERN/SPS
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Structure of per layer

ASIC HARDROC(64 channel)
three-threshold (Semi-digital)
110fC,5pC,15pC
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Data Samples and Selections
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Hadron Samples and Selections

Electron rejection -> Muon -> Radiative Muon -> Neutral rejection
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Hadron Samples and Selections
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Energy Reconstruction

 Energy reconstruction formula:

𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒐 = 𝜶𝑵𝟏 + 𝜷𝑵𝟐 + 𝜸𝑵𝟑

𝜶,𝜷, 𝜸 are parameterized as functions of 

total number of hits (N1 + N2 + N3)

𝜶 = 𝜶𝟏 + 𝜶𝟐𝑵𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 + 𝜶𝟑𝑵𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍
𝟐

𝜷 = 𝜷𝟏 + 𝜷𝟐𝑵𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 + 𝜷𝟑𝑵𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍
𝟐

𝜸 = 𝜸𝟏 + 𝜸𝟐𝑵𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 + 𝜸𝟑𝑵𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍
𝟐

𝟐 =

𝒊=𝟏

𝑵
(𝑬𝒃𝒆𝒂𝒎

𝒊 −𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒐
𝒊 )𝟐

𝝈𝒊
𝟐

 optimizer

The distributions are fitted with a Gaussian function 
in a 1.5𝝈 energy range around the mean

20GeV 40GeV

𝝈𝒊 = 𝑬𝒃𝒆𝒂𝒎
𝒊 .
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Shower Shape

Shower is fully contained in 

SDHCAL prototype 

Y-Category Event

If last 4 layers are fired,

shower is not fully contained 

in SDHCAL prototype

N-Category Event
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Analysis Results

 The energy resolution for Y category is better than that for N category.

 Linearity is comparable for both Y and N categories.

LinearityResolution
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Optimization for layer numbers

SDHCAL has 48 layers 
which aims for ILC Detector
- 6mm RPC+20mm absorber

Optimization no. of layers 
for CEPC at 240GeV

40-layer SDHCAL yields 
decent energy resolution.
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Introduction to SDHCAL and analysis of 2015 

test beam data

Particle identification using BDT in SDHCAL 
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 Pion Signal: 160000 events               

Electron:160000 events 

Muon: 120000 events  

E=10-80GeV @ 10 GeV step

 BDT training : test = 1 : 1

BDT Input Variables for SDHCAL 

 BDT 6 input variables:

1. First layer of the shower (Begin)

2. Number of tracks in the shower (TrackMultiplicity)

3. Maximum shower position (Length)

4. Shower density (Density)

5. Shower radius (Radius)

6. Ratio of shower layers over total fired layers 

(NInteractinglayer/Nlayers)

Begin

TrackmultiplictyShower Length
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BDT Input Variables: Ranking

Density Radius NInteractinglayer / Nlayer

Variable Ranking: Pion vs muon Variable Ranking: Pion vs electron
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BDT Output and Performance

pie-muon pi
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▪ For same Pion efficiency, we compare electron & muon efficiencies 
from “simple cut” and “BDT” methods.

▪ BDT has modest improvement for electron suppression and significant 
improvement for muon suppression.

Pion eff. vs Backgrounds eff.
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BDT for TB Data

 Hadron 10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80GeV

 Muon 10,20,30,40,50,60,70, 80GeV

 Electron 10,20,30,40,50GeV

 Test Beam Data (SPS-2015)

BDT for 
Pi/muon 
separation

Cut > 0.1

Cut > 0.1e-

BDT for 
Pi/electron 
separation

BDT for 
Pi/electron 
separation
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▪ Number of “pion” events obtained from “simple cut” and “BDT”.

▪ The statistical gain for “BDT” is mainly at low energy region, it can be 

explained by absence of “event rejection” cut in BDT which helps to 

save low E pion events.

Particle ID using BDT (Data)
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Linearity

BDT>0.1 BDT>0.2

▪ Linearity for “simple cut” and “BDT” are comparable
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Energy Resolution

BDT>0.1 BDT>0.2

 Resolution for “BDT” is slightly better than that for “simple cut”
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Summary and Future Plan

 Brief introduction to SDHCAL and analysis of 2015 TB data

 Particle identification using BDT in SDHCAL

 PID with BDT is robust and reliable: Good pion efficiency with high 

electron and muon rejection comparing to “simple cut” method.

 Good resolution and linearity in agreement with “simple cut” method

 Future Plan:

❖Check the overlap events for “simple cut” and “BDT”

❖Using purified TB data for BDT training

❖Using more energy points or continuous energy spectrum 

for BDT training and estimate particle energy



Thanks !
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Shower Density
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Optimization for layer numbers

SDHCAL has 48 layers which aims for ILC Detector
- 6mm RPC and 20mm Stainless steel absorber
 Optimization no. of layers for CEPC at 240GeV,
40-layer SDHCAL yields decent energy resolution.


